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BETO FTOOR PUMP
t17.50
Weight 12069 Head 5chrader with Presta adapt0r

25 pumps = 15psi 0n pump gauge/26psi on digital gauge

Contact wwwtodayscyclist.co.uk

The steel BETO was recommended by a rider
who'd been using one on a fleet of hire bikes
for years. As predicted it performed well,
with just a Iittle more pumping resistance
than the top quality units but some good
volume shifted for the effort. We didn't like
the Presta adaptor clipped in behind the
head; it was small, easy to lose and fiddly to
screw on without shutting the Presta valve
- fine if you only use Schrader of course. The

***t gauge was also

"cheap and cheerfut. codd over-., il,]tolo.jT:;l**'
look a few drawbacks for the price.'' your money . . .

FTOOR PUMPS

TEZYNE TRAVET FTOOR
DR|VE t45
weight 10729 Head Reversible

25 pumps = 10psi on pump gauge/1i.7psi on digital gauge

Contact trvwtrv.upgradebikes.co.uk

As with all Le4me kit, this compact steel
pump is almost a work of art with its wooden
handle, gold valve hardware and painted
finish. Designed to pack in your bike bag, it
still managed to perform respectably well in
our Z5-pump test. The screw-on valve head
had a bleed button that was easy to press
when applying or removing but that's the
only niggle. A great option if you do a lot of
flying or want a better pump to Ieave in the

**** car. Not designed

"rdeat travet companion, vvetl made hoof J;ilttltt
with arespectable perf0rman(e." the works^trop.

PARK PROFESSIONAT MECHANIC
TRACK PUMP PFP-4 T60
weight 15709llead Twin

25 Pumps = 22psi 0n pump gauge/21psi on dlgital gauge

Contact www.madison.co.uk

To use this Park Tool track pump is to love
it. Everything about the PFP-4 shouts
workshop - the hose is long enough to reach
a bike that's on on the workstand while
inflating, the chunky valve head is easy to
attach with just one hand with a squeeze-
on action and the footplate is both wide
and stable.

Pump action is very smooth and easy on the
arms, yet shifts a good volume of air for the

****J effort. We liked

"G reat p um p with g00d. ai r v0 I u me LX"d:t-T:#::1,andsuperbvalvehead." on rhe eves.

SKs RENNKOMPRESSOR
f60
Weight 23359 Head Schrader with Presta adaptor

25 pumps'10psi on pump gauge/14.5ps1 0n digital gauge

Contact www.chickencycles.c0.uk

We were all set to like the SKS with its long
heritage and superb build quality, but it
just didn't happen. Too many niggles got in
the way when compared with the other
pumps on test.

It was slow to inflate, heavy and prone to
falling over with those narrow folding feet.
The lock-on valve head was stiff and difficuit
to attach and remove. On the upside it does
pump easily to high pressures (230psi

**t quoted) so could

"priceyand doesn'tperformwefl ffiiifijl'l*"
atMTBvolume/pressure." a road bike too.
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SPECIATIZED AIR TOOI COMP
FTOOR PUMP f5O
Weight 16709 Head Atrtomatlc

25 pumps = 24psi 0n pump gauge/23.9psi on digital gauge

Contact wtlw.specialized.com

The first thing you notice on the Air Tool is
the gauge. A large 3in diameter dial makes
accurate pumping a doddle, while the large
bore pump means it is one of the quickest.

We loved the large, stable foot for leaving
it standing around the workshop, but found
the automatic Presta/Schrader head slightly
stiff to push onto Schrader valves. It was
fine with Presta however, and the hose
was long enough for most situations. Seeing

**** as it's fluorescent

"Great pump that vllill service H:',?il"'jrtont"
road 0r MTBs. Fastandaccurate." to spbtl

TOPEAK JOE BTOW MOUNTAIN
PUMP T35
lrleight 17549 llead Twin

25 pumps = 46psi 0n pump gauge/45.5psi 0n digital gatjge

Contact www.extrauk.co.uk

This pump is the reason we had to make our
pressure test over 25 strokes rather than the
preferred 50. 50 would have blown the tyre off
the rim. Each stroke shoves a huge amount of
air, meaning you can inflate in no time - we
even blew flat tubeless tyres onto the rim.

You do have to put more strength into it,
and our testers were literally throwing their
weight onto it by the time it reached 50psi.
Minor niggles were with the short hose and

**** the valve head

,Ahugevotume, 
towpressure MTB iijSrt il:tlt:,

specific floor pump." irothing'serious.


